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Between Ethnic Separation and
Assimilation: German Immigrants and
their Athletic Endeavours in their New
American Home Country
Annette R. Hofmann


Historically, much of nineteenth and early twentieth century American sport was ‘ethnic
based’. Theoretical thoughts on ethnicity and assimilation will be introduced, along with


a brief overview of the limited research on ethnic sports of the European-American
population. This article addresses the German-American sporting experience. Due to its


success during its first decades of existence, the Turner movement receives detailed
attention before the focus shifts to the Buffalo Germans, a well-known basketball team in


the early 1900s. The turners exemplify the multiple ways physical culture or sport aided
in the socialization and assimilation processes of German immigrants, while still
allowing them to retain their ethnic identity.


Jim Thorpe, Johnny Weismueller, Babe Ruth, Greg Louganis, Jessie Owens, Florence


Griffith-Joyner, Jennifer Capriati and Tiger Woods are American athletes of
worldwide reputation. Though they are all American citizens, they have different
ethnic backgrounds, stemming from Native American to German, Italian and African


roots. While this ethnic diversity mirrors the multi-ethnic structure of the United
States, this heterogeneity also reflects a unity, as expressed by the Latin, E Pluribus


Unum, stamped on American coins. The idea behind these words was taken up by
Norbert Elias, who wrote that immigrants of different countries successfully


transformed themselves into Americans. He observes that this Americanization is
most obvious in the public demonstration by Americans of their national pride, and


especially the cult of the American flag. Through this identification the sense of
community of the multi-ethnic American society is strengthened. [1]
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Sport, too, is a social phenomenon that contributes to the strengthening of
American solidarity. The Americans tried, especially in the second half of the


nineteenth century, to ‘invent’ a ‘national identity’. During this process the acceptance
of common symbols, historic memories and places of remembrance played an


important role. This can be also seen in the rise of new ‘American’ or ‘Americanized’
sports during that time, with the ‘big three’ sports of baseball, football and basketball,


still dominant today. In 1958 the American sports journalist John Tunis wrote in his
book The American Way in Sport: ‘Sport is a great clue to the national character’. [2]


This statement is supported by Gerald Early, professor of African-American studies,
in Ken Burns’s 18-hour-long documentary on baseball produced in 1994. Early claims
in an interview in that documentation that the Declaration of Independence, jazz


and baseball are the nicest things that American culture has produced. Moreover, he
states: ‘Baseball is a beautiful thing. I like baseball principally because it makes me feel


American, it makes me feel connected with this culture.’
The culture Early refers to is still quite young. Since its founding about 230 years


ago, the United States has been an immigration country. Its inhabitants are people
from all over the world and the descendants of earlier immigrant cultures. However,


during the English colonization, there was an Anglo-Saxon dominance in all social
areas and because of these influences on American mainstream culture – still visible


today – it is commonly believed that the English were the largest immigrant group.
However, this is not the case: at least not according to the 1990 census. Americans of
German descent are, at more than 23 per cent, the biggest ethnic group, followed by


the Irish (15.6 per cent), English (13.1 per cent) African-Americans (9.6 per cent) and
Italians (5.9 per cent). [3] The 2000 census did address this issue in such detail.


All these ethnic groups brought their forms of physical culture and games to the
United States as part of their cultural luggage. Once thus transported, these activities


either spread, were transformed or disappeared. Especially in regions with many
people of the same ethnicity, ethnic sport organizations were formed.


Not all immigrants participated in their traditional forms of physical exercises.
Some, especially second-generation immigrants, took up American sports in order to
gain acceptance among the dominant groups and some degree of cultural


independence. Various American authors, among them Wilcox (1992) and Eisen
and Wiggins (1994), view sports as a medium of socialization and assimilation of


immigrants. According to Wilcox, sport contributed to the decline of cultural barriers
and thus supported assimilation into American society. In this process English-


speaking groups had it easier than, for instance, Germans and Italians. [4] This
argument is supported by a quote from USA Today cited by Markovits and Hellerman:


‘If you were a fan who loved baseball, then you were American’ – which can also be
applied to basketball, football and boxing, as Markovits and Hellerman write.


Furthermore, they say that in the past a soccer fan ‘was viewed as at least resisting – if
not outrightly rejecting – integration into America and its general ethos’. [5]


After some thoughts on ethnicity and assimilation, and a short look at the research


on ethnic sports of the European-American population, this paper will also report on
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two significant examples of the German-American sporting experience. Due to its
success during its first decades of existence, the Turner movement will receive


detailed attention before the focus shifts to the Buffalo Germans, a well-known
basketball team in the early 1900s.


Americanization, Assimilation and the Decline of Ethnicity


Transformations are constantly taking place in all areas of modern society, reminding


us that societies and cultures are not static but have dynamic structures that underlie
continuous change. According to the German sport historian Michael Krüger,
transformation in a wide sense implies general social and cultural changes or


processes of reorganization, which are specifically related to changes of mentality and
social habitus. They are also shown in the acting, thinking and feelings of persons of


different groups. Furthermore, these processes are connected with values, norms,
behaviours, attitudes, patterns of thinking etc. that have a value extending beyond the


individual, whose conception and transformation are man-made. Internal and
external conflicts, power shifts, influences and impressions of different kinds also play


a role in the transformation of the habitus. [6]
Americanization is a special kind of transformation. It expresses a process of social


and cultural change and results in an assimilation and adaptation to American
culture as well as an acceptance by the dominant American society. [7] As described
by Russel A. Kazal, ‘assimilation’ is the process at different levels that goes beyond the


individual ethnicity and leads to a greater homogeneity among members of groups or
societies. He also notes that Americanization takes place on a cultural, political or


religious level or that it can apply to mutual elements of identity of one’s own group,
as, for example, members of a social class. [8]


During the early decades of the United States’ existence, assimilation primarily
meant adaptation to the Anglicized culture that had emerged out of the dominance


of English settlers. At that time, the term ‘Anglo-conformity’ was coined. [9]
Transferred to sports, Anglo-conformity is seen by Kirsch et al. as Americanization
and refers to ‘the degree to which newcomers participate in the mainstream sports


that were either early English imports into the British American colonies, American
modifications of existing English games or new creations’. [10]


Americanization resulted in an ‘erosion of ethnic differentiation’, as the American
sociologist Richard D. Alba shows in his well-researched study, Ethnic Identity: The


Transformation of White America (1990), in which he focuses on the transformation
of the ethnic identity of white Americans, resulting in a new ethnic group. [11] Alba’s


understanding of ethnic identity includes a subjective orientation towards ethnic
roots:


It is not only that individuals can choose to identify or not, and choose also
precisely which elements in an ancestry mixture to emphasize and how important
an ethnic identity should be for them, but also have a wide latitude of choices when
it comes to the manifestations or expressions of ethnicity.
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Ethnic identity can be reflected by identification with a certain group, self concepts
and inner orientations, but today it is also often shown through behaviour, such as


concrete actions and connections, which are expressed in the eating of ethnic foods,
enactment of ethnic holiday rituals, the use of mother-tongue words and phrases,


participation in ethnic events and membership of ethnic clubs and organizations.
[12]


With regard to the subjective and situational orientation of ethnicity, the concept
of ‘symbolic ethnicity’, which can be attributed to Gans, is of significance in the


discussion of ethnicity. Symbolic ethnicity includes the acceptance of a few symbols
or activities from the ethnic heritage that an individual chooses as a sign of his ethnic
consciousness, although these do not further influence his daily life. Though symbolic


identification with a group shows personalization of ethnicity, it does not go much
beyond limited knowledge of this ethnicity. [13] With Americans of German descent,


this is seen in rituals around Christmas festivities and visits to Octoberfests held across
the country as well as in membership of German clubs. Gans defines this symbolic


ethnicity as ‘ethnicity of last resort’, which is characterized by ‘nostalgic allegiance to
the culture of the immigrant generation, or that of the old country, a love and pride


in tradition that can be felt without having to be incorporated into everyday
behaviour’. [14]


The ethnic identity or the symbolic relation towards ethnicity can be expressed in
the membership of ethnic clubs or ethnic organizations. In a society in which ‘ethnic
lines are crossed so easily, where interethnic contacts occur without great notice’


these institutions are a ‘potential haven for ethnicity’. [15] Of course, sporting
organizations can have this relationship with ethnicity. Examples are the German


Turnvereins, the Czech and Slovak Sokol units or the Polish ‘Falcon nests’, all of
which have existed in the United States since the mid-1800s.


Reception of Ethnicity in Sports in American Literature


In American history so-called ‘contributionism’, which focuses on the role of the
various ethnic groups in the past, has a central position. Historian Kathleen Neil


Conzen demands that research not only should deal with the requirements for
acceptance imposed on ethnic groups, but also with the various forms of assimilation


and integration, including the ethnic and race-associated identities, that they adapted
or were forced to adopt, their philosophies of life and the resulting actions, which


include acts of repression as well as resistance. [16]
Contributionism in connection with ethnicity is a central topic in American sport-


scientific discourse. ‘Ethnic sports in the United States is a complex subject with
many dimensions’, as stated in the introduction to the Encyclopedia of Ethnicity and


Sport in the United States, edited by Kirsch et al. in 2000. This work relates to ‘racial
and ethnic groups’, ‘mainstream sport’, ‘ethnic games’, ‘ethnic and racial institutions’
and well-known athletes with ethnic backgrounds. However the editors also mention


the impossibility of including all ethnicities. [17] Another publication covering this
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topic is the anthology Ethnicity and Sport in North American History and Culture, by
Eisen and Wiggins (1994). It, too, deals with different aspects of ethnicity within


American sports. The essays included in this publication relate to the ‘sporting
experience’ of the German-American turners and to the physical activities of the


Irish, Italians and Jews in the United States. It takes up the sporting endeavours of the
Japanese-Americans in internment camps during the Second World War and


different aspects that relate to the involvement in sport of African-Americans.
However, it is noticeable when researching the literature on ‘sport and ethnicity’


that most of the scientific works concentrate mainly on African-Americans, especially
on such topics as segregation and integration in the sports of white Americans. Other
groups such as Asian-Americans, Americans of European background or newer


immigrant groups such as Hispanics, have so far been neglected in the scientific
perception – with a few exceptions. [18] This observation is supported by Nicholas P.


Ciotala:


Despite recent research and writing on this subject, however, one integral
component of the sport/ethnicity dichotomy remains largely undocumented: The
sporting experiences of the descendants of European immigrants. If, as previous
scholars have argued, sport indeed served as [a] vehicle for immigrant assimilation,
what role did it play in the lives of second, third, and fourth generation European
Americans? As of yet, this important component of the ethnic sporting experience
has not been studied systematically. [19]


Besides this general shortfall it should be mentioned that research on gender-related
aspects, such as the role of women in the sporting endeavours of various ethnic


groups, is another area that has been almost completely neglected. [20]
Concerning the sporting experience of the German-Americans, the turners have


been researched quite extensively by German and American authors, whereas other
fields of sporting or movement culture engaged in by Germans in the United States


have hardly been explored.


German Immigrants


Up to the present day over seven million Germans have settled in the United States,


and as such represent one of the largest immigrant groups to come to this country.
According to the 1990 census, about 23 per cent of Americans identified themselves


as having German ancestry. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the majority
of these German immigrants were an independent group within American society,


assimilated to the American way of life and employment, but who cultivated their
German culture in their leisure time. This lasted until the American government


developed anti-German policies during the First and Second World War periods.
Thus an Americanization process was forced upon them, and this demanded a new
definition of ethnic boundaries and symbols. Although many German-American


institutions and organizations became victims of anti-German campaigns and
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German-Americans as an ethnic group fell apart, their group identity did not
disappear completely. Instead, it evolved into a more personal form and became


limited to an individual’s less visible private life. Today, ethnic Germans, who for
over a century represented the largest and most visible foreign element in the United


States, are integrated and assimilated into American society – see Table 1. This huge
number of German immigrants between the mid-nineteenth century and the


beginning of the twentieth century were essential for the establishment and spread of
the ethnic sport organization, the Turnverein movement.


The American Turnverein Movement


The Turnvereins in the United States go back to nineteenth-century German
immigrants. Their members, the turners, have contributed to American sporting


heritage and history, founding about 700 Turnvereins, 55 of which were still in
existence in 2006, consisting of some 13,500 members and belonging to the umbrella


organization American Turners. In 1998 the first American Turner societies
celebrated their 150th anniversary, and in 2003 the 52nd National Turnfest was


organized. This event is the longest-standing national sport competition in the
United States and has been organized continuously in a four-year cycle. The turners


also participated successfully in American gymnastic teams in the Olympic Games
until the 1960s. [21]


Table 1 Number of German immigrants between 1820 and 1990


Decade
Total


immigration
German


immigration
% of total


immigration


1820–9 128,502 5,753 4.5
1830–9 538,381 124,726 23.2
1840–9 1,437,337 385,434 27.0
1850–9 2,814,554 976,072 34.7
1860–9 2,081,261 723,734 34.8
1870–9 2,742,137 751,769 27.4
1880–9 5,248,568 1,445,181 27.5
1890–9 3,694,294 579,072 15.7
1900–9 8,202,388 328,722 4.0
1910–19 6,347,380 174,227 2.7
1920–9 4,295,510 386,634 9.0
1930–9 699,375 119,107 17.0
1940–9 856,608 117,506 14.0
1950–9 2,499,268 576,905 23.1
1960–9 3,213,749 209,616 6.5
1970–9 4,493,000 66,000 1.5
1980–9 4,711,000 55,800 1.2


Total 49,753,412 7,028,258 14.1


Source: Numbers taken from Adams, The German Americans, 4.
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German Roots


The turner movement had its origins in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
Germany, a time that was closely connected to intellectual streams, political, social


and economic changes and technical advancement. In this context new educational
ideas and concepts arose in which national unity and patriotism played a special role.


Among these ideas was the concept of German turnen, largely developed by Turnvater
Friedrich Ludwig Jahn (1778–1852). In the beginning the goals of the turners were


the liberation from French occupation, which followed defeat in the Napoleonic
Wars; the overthrow of the feudal order: and an end to the division of Germany into
many small states in favour of a one-nation state. [22]


The cradle of turnen was the Hasenheide, a park in Berlin, where Jahn set up the
first gymnastic ground (Turnplatz) in 1811. The movement spread throughout the


states of the German Confederation, and Turnvereins were founded from 1815
onwards. During the first decades Turnen was only meant for males. The gymnastic


grounds and Turnvereins became meeting points for young men for political
discussions but also for participating in games, tumbling, exercises on apparatus and


so-called volkstümliche Übungen (popular exercises) such as running, jumping, lifting
and climbing as well as fencing, swimming and wrestling. Over the years, festivals


(Turnfests), trips (Turnfahrten) and social gatherings became popular parts of the
movement. [23]


In 1819 turnen was banned in Prussia because the turners, along with


nationalistic student associations (Burschenschaften), were classified as forces of
opposition since they were against German ‘particularism’ and thus against the new


political order of the German Confederation. In other German states, too,
Turnplätze were closed and a period ensued in which turnen was not allowed. In


1842 the ban on turnen (Turnsperre) was officially lifted and it experienced a revival
and was included in the curriculum of boys’ secondary schools in Prussia. In the


1840s many turner societies were founded and became centres of political
discussion and activities. The turner movement played an important role in the
revolution of 1848–9 that strove for freedom, equality and fraternity of the united


German people. Militia were established in many Turnvereins to maintain law and
order and uphold republican ideals and the constitution of the German Reich. After


the failure of the revolution, many turners who had defended the constitution with
weapons left their home country because imprisonment or the death penalty


awaited them. Some immigrated to Switzerland and some left to settle in England
or the United States. [24]


Beginning of Turnen in the United States


The political refugees of the 1848 revolution in Germany were not the first to transfer
turnen to the United States. Turnen had already been introduced to educational


institutions in New England in the early 1820s by German political exiles Karl Beck
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(1789–1866), Karl Follen (1796–1840) and Franz Lieber (1800–1872), who had all
been followers of Jahn. [25] Although turnen had an enthusiastic start on the


American continent, its initial success lasted only a few years. It was a quarter of a
century later – in 1848 – that the first turner clubs or societies were founded in the


United States by those turners who had been among the several thousands
individuals who had left Germany for the United Sates in the wake of the 1848


revolution. [26]
From the very beginning turnen in the United States had a different fate from that


in Germany. On the one hand, it must be considered that it was a German movement
culture transported to a country to which other immigrant groups had brought their
own systems of exercises and sport. On the other hand, it should not be forgotten


that it was the democratically and socialistically oriented turners who had to
emigrate, and this is reflected in the political goals of the first American turner


societies and their umbrella organization, the Socialistische Turnerbund, founded
officially in 1851. The turner movement saw itself as a ‘nursery for all revolutionary


ideas’ that had their origins in a rational world view. [27] The turners promoted a
socialism that concentrated on the rights and freedoms of the individual, [28] and


opposed monarchy and the religious indoctrination of the people. This meant that in
terms of the socio-political circumstances prevailing in the United States, they fought


American ‘nativism’, the system of slavery as well as the temperance and Sabbath-day
laws. [29] Until the outbreak of the Civil War the turner societies had a strong
political orientation. Their political attitudes reflected the opinions of the free


thinkers, an anti-religious movement that advocated rationalism, science and history.
Although the turners had German roots, they considered themselves to be within the


tradition of the American intellectuals Thomas Paine and Walt Whitman, who
embodied political and religious freedom in an enlightened America. A close


connection between the turners and the free thinkers can be observed until the
twentieth century.


In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the turner societies were ‘nurseries
of ethnicities’. [30] According to Conzen they were places where German, or rather
German-American, culture and traditions were fostered, as can be seen in their social


and cultural activities. During their first decades the Turnvereins offered physical
education classes – German turnen. Their turner halls, places in which not only the


German language but also German customs and celebrations were preserved,
provided a social centre with political debates, lectures, Sunday schools and libraries


for the further education of the German immigrants, and the attached restaurants or
bars were popular places for German Gemütlichkeit or social affairs. [31] Besides


fostering German culture and nationalism, the turners also tried to establish a bridge
between the old culture and the new by offering English-language classes and strongly


supported American citizenship among their members in order to accelerate their
integration into American mainstream society. [32] In 1851 the first National
Gymnastic Festival (Turnfest) was organized as both a competitive and social event.


[33]
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Just like other ethnic groups, the Germans had to fight the hostility of native-born
Americans who did not approve of the high rate of immigration in their country.


Especially in the Midwest, turners were physically attacked on several occasions. To
defend themselves, they were urged by the Turnerbund to include shooting and other


military exercises in their physical programme. Later, during the American Civil War,
they could profit from these exercises in their military service. [34] Up to the


beginning of the twentieth century, self-defence (Wehrturnen) in the form of fencing
was part of the turners’ physical culture and could also be found at the Turnfeste. [35]


Between Politics and Physical Activity


Following their motto ‘Mens sana in corpore sano’ (sound mind in a sound body),
the Turnvereins not only offered physical education classes but also functioned as


vehicles for German immigrants to stay in touch with their own culture through the
preservation of German traditional customs, language and celebrations. They


established a bridge between the old and the new cultures by organizing English
language classes and demanding American citizenship of their members. The turner


halls were used not only for physical exercise but also served as social centres for
political debates, lectures and theatre plays. Their Sunday schools and libraries


provided further education for German immigrants and their children. [36]
In the 1850s and 1860s the Turnerbund supported the Republican Party. This


resulted in the establishment of a bodyguard for Lincoln’s first inauguration, the


defence of abolitionist meetings, as well as the formation of different turner
regiments at the beginning of the Civil War in 1861. Some thousand turners fought in


different military units for the North. The turners in the southern states were of split
opinion: some decided to defend the Confederacy, others left to fight for the Union


army. [37]
After the Civil War the turner union took on the name, Nordamerikanischer


Turnerbund, to signal its de-politicization and to express its new identity which
now strongly focused on educational goals. These goals were related to society in
general, such as the prohibition of children’s work or the introduction of


compulsory school attendance. Turnen were introduced into public schools, and in
1866 a Turnlehrerseminar was opened, which later became the Normal School of


the American Gymnastic Union. Today it is integrated into the School of Physical
Education and Tourism Management of Indiana University-Purdue University in


Indianapolis. [38]
However, despite the apolitical name, political topics continued to be discussed


in the umbrella organization and some societies were active in American workers’
riots during the 1870s and 1880s. Furthermore, the rights of women in American


society were often discussed, although this did not apply to the turner movement
itself until the end of the century. Nevertheless, classes in turnen for women were
introduced in the 1860s and many societies established a ‘ladies auxiliary’ during


that time. [39]
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During the post-bellum years, the number of German immigrants increased; thus
in many American cities new turner societies were founded, while others enlarged


their membership. The development of the German-American turner movement
climaxed shortly after the peak of German immigration to the US in the 1890s. In


1894, there were 317 societies comprising approximately 40,000 members, with more
than 25,000 children and 3,000 women participating in the activity classes. [40] This


boom had ceased by the time of the First World War, a time when the radical and
socialistic tendencies in the turner movement had declined. Most ‘forty-eighters’, the


pioneers of social reforms, were no longer alive.


Assimilation and Americanization


Over the years an assimilation process among the German immigrant population


became apparent, especially with the growth of American-born generations. These
newer generations were no longer fluent in German and to a certain extent had lost


their cultural affinity to, and interest in, the land of their ancestors. This trend
towards Americanization was also intensified by the anti-German politics of the


American government in the years between 1914 and 1918. Many Americans with a
German background were accused of lacking loyalty to the American nation. This


anti-German hysteria objected to everything that was German, especially the language
and culture: ‘Kultur of the Kaiser’s kind not to be promoted’ and ‘The German
tongue has no place in America’ were slogans that appeared in a Cincinnati


newspaper. [41] This resulted in vandalism, a prohibition of the German language in
schools and universities, the elimination of German journals and newspapers, the


banning of German composers from concert halls, the closing of German theatres
and the Americanization of German names, whether of persons, streets, towns,


organizations or societies. [42]
In the years after the First World War the turner movement became more and more


Americanized, as seen by the loss of German as the official language in the minutes of
turner society meetings or in the Amerikanische Turnzeitung. Gradually, turner societies
adopted English as their language and even Americanized their names, which always


included a ‘turners’, but dropped the German Turngemeinde or Turnverein. In 1936
American Turner Topics became the official turner organ. The Nordamerikanischer


Turnerbund kept its name until 1938, and then changed it to ‘American Turners’. In
1935 the new slogan of the turners became ‘Turnerism is Americanism’. [43]


The statistical reports of the turner union show that the number of societies and
membership remained constant during the First World War. The union had around


200 societies with approximately 38,000 members. The decline started after the war in
1918 and did not stop until 1943, when fewer than a hundred societies with only


16,000 turners were affiliated with the American Turners. After the Second World
War new members could be recruited from the latest wave of German immigration.
Thus the membership numbers of the turner societies reached 25,000 again,


organized in approximately 80 societies.
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American Turners at the End of the Twentieth Century


Unlike in Germany, turnen never was able to develop into a national movement in
the United States. Today the typical American turner society no longer exists. Each


association presents an individual picture, resulting from the wide range of
membership numbers, the members’ ethnic backgrounds and the different offers.


And it is these characteristics that account for the transition from what were once
ethnic German societies to the European-American organizations that the Turn-


vereins have become today, although members of German descent still make up the
largest share of the membership. As a result of the modification and broadening of
the offers available in the turner societies of today and due to their ethnically mixed


membership, a discrepancy between tradition and Americanization is evident. It
expresses itself, on the one hand, in the adherence to German certain traditions and


turner symbols and, on the other hand, by the adoption of American values and
acculturation to American society. [44]


Basketball: The Buffalo Germans


The turner societies were not the only opportunities for German-Americans to


engage in physical activities, either with Americans or with fellow Germans. For
instance, in New York City a German-American Athletic Club was founded in
1884, which – despite its national socialistic tendencies during the Third Reich –


existed until the 1950s. There is also proof of the existence of some German
baseball teams during the nineteenth century, such as the Rosing’s baseball club


from Kenosha, Wisconsin. [45] In the twentieth century it was soccer that quite
often attracted the German immigrants who founded not only teams but leagues as


well. [46]
One of the best-known examples of an ethnic German sports team is the so-called


Buffalo Germans, a basketball team from the German YMCA in Buffalo, New York.
The Buffalo Germans were coached by Fred Burkhardt, the Physical Director of the
Buffalo YMCA and a former student of James Naismith, who invented this ball game


in 1891 at the YMCA Training School in Springfield, Massachusetts. [47] Naismith’s
original purpose was to create a suitable indoor ball game for the winter. The new


game soon became popular and spread from a leisure-time activity to a competitive
sport. Already in 1898 the first regional basketball leagues developed in the north-


eastern parts of the United States. [48]
The team members of the Buffalo Germans were Americans with a German or


Dutch background. In the literature this team is frequently simply called the
‘Germans’. [49] Until 1898 the 16- to 18-year-olds played against other junior teams,


but because of their success they soon competed against men. They chalked up their
first success in 1901 when the AAU organized the first national basketball tournament
during the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo. The Buffalo Germans won this


tournament against seven other teams without a single loss. [50]
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The Germans’ series of wins lasted for quite some time. Not only did they win the
1904 Olympic Basketball Tournament in St Louis, but they also won 111 games in a


row between 1908 and 1911. At this time – supposedly due to some arguments with
the management – the Buffalo Germans no longer belonged to the YMCA; they had


separated in 1904 or 1905. [51] According to Peterson, they then were an
independent team, a ‘Barnstorming Team’ that travelled through the north-east and


sometimes as far as Ohio to play against local teams. Because the Buffalo Germans
dominated their opponents they attracted many spectators. [52] In 1915, the team


officially changed its name to ‘Orioles’, borrowed from the sponsor, Nest No. 1 of the
Fraternal Order of Orioles. However within the basketball community they remained
known under their original name. [53] One consideration for this name change


might also be that during the years of the First World War, when feelings of hatred
were directed against everything that was German, they were forced to change their


name to make their German background less obvious.
The Buffalo Germans existed for 29 years in different configurations and for the


first nine years of their existence they were amateurs. In 1904, presumably after the
Olympic Games, they became professionals and in the three decades of their existence


they won 762 games with 85 losses. Thus it is no surprise that Don Sayenga calls them
‘the Original Dream Team’. As a consequence of their extraordinary success they


were admitted to the Basketball Hall of Fame in 1961. [54]
Besides their sporting existence nothing is known about the Buffalo Germans; even


in the Buffalo archives very little material exists. It seems that these athletes, unlike


many of the turners, played for the sport itself and not for social or political
engagement. Although bearing a German name, they did not seem to contribute


much to the German-American identity.


The End of the Story: Ethnic Separation or Assimilation?


Participation in American sports and physical culture can be viewed from two
aspects: ethnic separation or assimilation. This means that an individual participates
either in ethnic sport organizations, in ethnic teams or in mixed American teams.


Until the mid-twentieth century the turner movement was a typical example of an
ethnic sport organization. Despite the fact that the turners were always engaged in


American politics, most of its members were of German heritage, and the cultural
background of the Vereinsleben was basically German with some affiliation with


American culture and tradition. In the course of time the turners had to open up to
other ethnic groups in order to survive because they lost members and no longer


served as an ‘ethnic harbour’ for new German immigrants. Not only did English
become the main language in the 1930s, but in the early twentieth century some


Turnvereins had already tried to establish baseball or basketball teams. The
orientation towards the American world of sports is also seen in the fact that the
umbrella federation, American Turners, are members of American sports federations


such as USA Gymnastics and USA Volleyball. National conventions with large Turner
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Union events are held under the American flag and according to a distinctly
American ritual. At some of these events, the American national anthem is played


and the Pledge of Allegiance is recited. [55]
Although the Turnvereins have Americanized their rituals as well as their athletic


and social programmes, they still remember their German origins and certain parts of
their history, such as the celebrating of the Turnfest every four years. This is of


importance for those members who use these places to symbolically demonstrate the
ethnicity. However, many turners, primarily younger members, are unaware of their


organization’s German roots. Although members continue to call themselves ‘turners’
they often do not know the meaning of this term. With the exception of the few ethnic
societies, the turners have adopted a new identity – one that is European/American.


Yet, since there are still traces of a tradition-related Turnvereinskultur which has not
(yet) been totally abandoned, a conflict exists involving cultural independence and the


desire of members to continue German-American traditions. [56]
As elaborated, the German-Americans were successful not only in turnen. In the


past examples can be found that showed their engagement on various teams of
German background. The example of the Buffalo Germans shows that in some cases


they did this quite successfully. With their participation in a purely American sport
and in an American organization such as the YMCA, the Buffalo Germans


demonstrated a certain degree of assimilation of American culture and an
identification with the American nation, while still showing their ‘Germanness’ –
at least in their name. The American nation recognized their successes by inducting


them into the Basketball Hall of Fame.
Frequently athletes of German-American background could also be found on


various American sports teams. Among the most famous are the baseball players
George Herman ‘Babe’ Ruth (1895–1948) and Henry Louis Gehrig (1903–1941). [57]


Besides team athletes there were a number of male and female athletes of German
heritage in the history of American sports, some of who became national heroes and


were admitted to various national halls of fame. One notable example is Gertrude Ederle
(1907–2003), a second-generation New York-born German who, in 1926, became the
first woman to swim the English Channel. [58] Often without being aware of this, these


athletes played a special role for members of their own ethnic groups. On the one hand,
they proved that they could make it all the way to the top in their ‘new’ country – even in


sports – and thus became heroes for their own ethnicity. On the other hand, by joining
American teams and sports organizations, these athletes, who were often second-


generation German-Americans, demonstrated their willingness to be Americans.
The above examples underline the initially stated thesis by authors such as Wilcox,


Eisen and Wiggins that sport can help socialization and assimilation of immigrants,
while not being requiring ethnicity to be sacrificed. Due to the fact that German


immigration is now relatively small and German teams are no longer found in
American sports, the story ends with an acknowledgement that when it comes to
German-Americans, ethnic assimilation has taken place in sports just as it has in other


social areas.
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[34] Ibid., 140.
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